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ABSTRACT

An Adaptive secondary mirror (ASM) allows for the integration of adaptive optics (AO) into the telescope itself.
Adaptive secondary mirrors, based on hybrid variable reluctance (HVR) actuator technology, developed by TNO,
provide a promising path to telescope-integrated AO. HVR actuators have the advantage of allowing mirrors
that are stiffer, more power efficient, and potentially less complex than similar, voice-coil based ASM’s. We are
exploring the application of this technology via a laboratory testbed that will validate the technical approach.
In parallel, we are developing conceptual designs for ASMs at several telescopes including the Automated Planet
Finder Telescope (APF) and for Keck Observatory. An ASM for APF has the potential to double the light
through the slit for radial velocity measurements, and dramatically improved the image stability. An ASM for
WMKO enables ground layer AO correction and lower background infrared AO observations, and provides for
more flexible deployment of instruments via the ability to adjust the location of the Cassegrain focus.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Adaptive optics (AO) is an important capability of ground-based telescopes that enable higher spatial resolution,
more sensitive observations. Integrating the AO into the telescope optics (via an adaptive secondary mirror)
can significantly improve sensitivity for both diffraction-limited AO (especially at 2-5 µm), and seeing-limited
instruments that employ ground-layer adaptive optics (GLAO). Current generation adaptive secondary mirrors
(ASM’s) have been implemented at several telescopes, including the MMT, LBT,1 Magellan, and VLT using
voice coil actuators and thin glass shells to replace the standard secondaries (see2 for an overview). While these
devices are in routine operation, several aspects make them non-ideal, tied to the low power efficiency of current
actuator designs.

TNO (The Netherlands Organization) has developed a technology with efficiencies approximately 40 times
that of current actuators.3 The actuators utilize the efficiency gains of enclosing the magnetic field path that
moves the actuator in a ferromagnetic material, thus reducing the current needed to apply a particular force.
This larger force allows for building in an internal stiffness to each actuator and rigid connections to the facesheet.
The resulting assembly has very high structural resonant frequencies, compared to voice coil designs, allowing
a simple control approach. Further, the power required to correct turbulent wavefronts can be dramatically
lower, allowing for simpler, passive cooling approaches to the system. Finally, the additional efficiency can be
traded against the facesheet thickness to provide a sturdier deformable membrane that reduces fabrication risk
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and complexity. The resulting system has the potential to be more robust and simpler than currently deployed
ASM’s.

Development of this technology can be aided by lab and on-sky devices that are used on small and medium
aperture telescopes, demonstrating the readiness of the technology for large aperture telescopes and next gener-
ation observatories such as the TMT. Below, we review some of the motivations for an ASM-based AO system
for large aperture telescopes like W.M Keck Observatory (WMKO) and next generation of extremely large tele-
scopes. We describe concepts for a lab-based ASM prototype, called FLASH, a concept for an ASM on the 2.4
m Automated Planet Finder (APF) telescope, and the current status of a concept study for the Keck telescopes.

2. MOTIVATION FOR ASM-BASED AO

The value of integrating an ASM into a telescope facility primarily lies in the potential for broader use of AO
by any instrument that can benefit from the improved image quality. We review below two areas where an
ASM-based AO system can be advantageous.

2.1 Improved Thermal Infrared Observations

AO systems that are designed for diffraction-limited operation with post-focal plane optics require additional
optical surfaces to form an image of the pupil and provide field rotation compensation. Taking the Keck AO
bench as an example, the system introduces 7 reflections after the tertiary mirror for a total of 10 reflections. A
dichroic also splits the light between science instrument and wavefront sensor (WFS). We assume the primary
mirror and tertiary mirrors are 95% reflective in the infrared (up-facing mirrors tend to not stay as clean as the
down-facing mirrors) and the secondary and each post-focal mirror is 97.5% reflective. We further assume the
dichroic is 96% transmissive. The resulting throughput of the system is 70%. The emissivity (one minus the
throughput) of the system is 30%.

An ASM-based system would only have the telescope optics contributing emissivity at the level of 12%. The
throughput would be improved by eliminating four reflections to 78%. The field rotator and dichroic could be
cooled to eliminat their contribution to any emissive background.

Similar to the calculations shown in,4 the background for these two comparable systems can be calculated us-
ing blackbody emission of the typical nighttime temperature of the telescope over the passband of interest with the
emissivity, em, for each system as calculated above. The resulting background flux in photons/s/m2/nm/arcsec2

is given by

Ftel =
2 · c · π2

(180 · 3600)2λ4
em · 10−9

e
h·c

λ·k·Ttel − 1)
(1)

where c, h, and k are the speed of light, Planck’s constant, and Boltzmann’s constant respectively, and Ttel

is the temperature of the telescope optics. Figure 1 shows the resulting background at two relevant passbands,
K and L. Plotted along with these is an estimate of the sky brightness (FSky) from Gemini5 for Maunakea at an
airmass of 1.5 and PWV of 1.6 mm.

One notices that there are regions of the K and L band where the telescope emission dominates over the
sky background. For these regions of the spectrum, an ASM-based system can provide the most significant
improvement in sensitivity. It is possible to estimate the relative time required to achieve a particular sensitivity,4

if the noise is dominated by the effects described here (as opposed to, say, read-noise from the camera detector,
or photon noise from the source itself).

tpostfocal−AO

tASM−AO
=

(
ThptASM−AO

Thptpostfocal−AO

)2
Ftel−postfocal−AO + Thptpostfocal−AO · Fsky

Ftel−ASM−AO + ThptASM−AO · Fsky
(2)

where Thpt are the throughput numbers for each system above. The right panel of Figure 1 shows this
relative time. Time improvements of factors of 2 to 3 are possible in regions of the K and L photometric bands.



Figure 1: Calculation of the background telescope emission for a post-focal plane AO system, compared to an
ASM-based AO system at K and L bands. The modeled sky emission for Maunakea at a PWV of 1.6 mm and
airmass 1.5 from Gemini is also included. The right panels show the effect on time to reach a particular SNR
when comparing these two systems.



2.2 Ground Layer Correction

Studies of many ground-based astronomical sites show that a large fraction of the optical turbulence arises
within the first few hundred meters of the ground (including Mt. Graham,6 San Pedro Martir,7 Paranal,8 and
Antartica9). AO systems that correct for only the ground layer of turbulence, ground-layer adaptive optics
system (GLAO) , take this fact into consideration and provide a partially corrected wavefront over fields of view
several arcminutes in size. Facility GLAO systems have been deployed at several telescopes, including the LBT10

and the VLT. In the case of Maunakea, Hawaii it appears that the ground-layer is dominated by a very thin
surface layer with most of the optical turbulence within the first 30 meters11,12,13 . GLAO over fields of view
of 18 arcmin has been demonstrated on Maunakea.14

An ASM enables these very wide fields of view since the design/fabrication of the optical relay system needed
for a conventional deformable mirror system is difficult. The optical designs are driven to large optics (reducing
the physical angles on the elements in the relay) and aspheric surfaces.15 We note that the image quality and
pupil quality over the field must meet strict optical requirements. By making the wavefront correction within
the telescope optics, we avoid the latter problem and a simple field correction (e.g. a field flattener lens) allow
these large corrected fields to be obtained. The Subaru,16 and Keck17 telescopes on Maunakea are developing
or are studying GLAO systems for their telescopes. Performance simulations17 have been developed to show
that a GLAO system on Keck will improve the FWHM by 1.5x for visible (500 nm) and 2x for NIR (1.5 µm)
observations. The Gemini Observatory studied this option in the past18 and are reconsidering these gains given
the maturing and developing ASM technologies. An ASM based on the TNO actuators19 is being developed20

for UH2.2-meter telescope.21

3. TESTING TNO ACTUATOR TECHNOLOGY

TNO has built several mirrors with actuators on an 18 mm spacing that have been used in AO demonstrations
and test setups. One such device (dubbed DM3 by TNO) has been characterized in the Lab for Adaptive Optics
(LAO) at UCSC.22 Measurements of the stroke, influence functions, linearity and hysteresis have been carried
out, verifying the suitability of these devices for use in large format deformable mirrors.

The first on-sky ASM using this technology will be deployed to, and demonstrated at, the University of Hawaii
2.2-meter telescope (UH88) on Maunakea, HI.21 To support the deployment of this TNO ASM at the UH88, we
have worked with TNO to build the First LAO Adaptive Secondary Holophote (FLASH). This is a 19 actuator
device with the same actuator spacing and facesheet thickness as the UH88 ASM. The device has an aperture
of 160 mm. The facesheet has been manufactured and coated from standard polished borofloat sheets that have
been pressed flat. The slumping technique explored for FLASH is anticipated to be the standard technique for
generating future facesheets for the APF and Keck ASM. FLASH is due to be delivered in late 2020, and will
be characterized in a similar way to the DM3. In addition we anticipate carrying out cold and gravity tests of
the device as well as capacitive sensor measurements of both its high speed response and long term stability.

4. MOTIVATION FOR AN ASM FOR APF

Adaptive optics has the potential to improve both the observational efficiency (by concentrating the point spread
function of the telescope) and the instrumental stability (by creating a PSF that is more stable than is possible
with a seeing-limited telescope) of APF. The approach of designing an AO system for the APF is to deploy a
system capable of improving the image quality, while minimizing the changes to the spectrometer and calibration
system. Thus, we have elected to build the AO system into the telescope itself.

Instruments such as the APF/Levy tend to observe bright stars in order to make precise radial velocity (RV)
measurements. As such, there are plenty of photons available to measure and correct the wavefront of the light
going into the spectrometer. Further, there is no anisoplanatism effect since the “guide star” used for wavefront
control is the science object itself. This allows for a straightforward and simple implementation of the adaptive
optics system. One requires only an on-axis, natural guide star, wavefront sensor.

For typical observations, the APF uses an image plane slit width of 0.5 arcsec. Seeing on Mt. Hamilton
averages 1.5 arcsec. Analysis of guider data for a typical sequence allows us to estimate the slit throughput as



Figure 2: Current APF measured slit efficiency as measured using the guider (left) and simulated efficiency
(right) without and with AO correction.

21% with variations of 4% as seen by the guider over 1 second integrations (see Figure 2 left). Some of this
throughput is due to atmospheric seeing. However, we see a significant portion of the throughput reduction to
be due to slow (<1 Hz) tracking variations.

We can simulate the expected improvement. We have used the python package HCIpy23 to create an atmo-
sphere with similar seeing to the guiding data and have added in slow tracking variations at 0.3 and 0.05 Hz.
The resulting slit efficiency (23%) and variations of 8% are similar to what is seen by the APF guider (Figure
2, right). By carrying out closed loop AO corrections we can increase the efficiency by 2.1 times. An additional
benefit is the variation in efficiency is reduced to about 1%. For the 1 arcsec slit width the improvement is
similar: without AO correction the efficiency is 45% while after correction it is 72% for a 1.6 improvement factor.

The connection between PSF and RV stability is complex. One example of their correlation is seen in
HARPS data (admittedly, a different style spectrograph to APF/Levy) where Lo Curto et al.24 note that a
guider variation of 0.1 arcsec results in approximately 0.3 m/s errors. Figure 3 shows the improved stability,
compared to current performance an AO system can provide. Offset variations, seen at the APF with a standard
deviation of 0.2 arcsec at 1 Hz (Figure 3 left top and right top simulated open loop data) can be reduced to
0.004 arcsec (Figure 3 right simulated closed loop data). Similarly the full width at half maximum (FWHM)
estimates for 1 s exposures are reduced from 1.2-1.3 arcsec. to 0.05 arcsec. The variations in the FWHM are
reduced from 0.1-0.2 arcsec. to 0.001 arcsec. In other words, the point spread function variations in the resulting
spectrum can be reduced by dramatic amounts. While it is not straightforward to translate this image stability
improvement into RV stability improvement, this setup will allow us to test what the value is for AO-integrated
RV spectrometers.

How can we determine whether the image motion and PSF variations affect the quality of the RV measure-
ments? As a comparison, during the nights of Aug 22 and 23 in 2016, two stars were observed simultaneously
with the APF/Levy spectrometer and the Planet Finding Spectrograph25 (PFS) on the Magellan Clay Tele-
scope. The observations were made so to ensure that both data sets had the same start time for each exposure.
Both instruments have an Iodine cell; both are mounted on the telescope at the Nasmyth; both use apertures
that depend on the natural seeing; both have the same optical design, and the data were reduced by the same
individual, Paul Butler, using the same software.

The main differences between the APF/Levy and Magellan/PFS is that the latter has both a larger aperture
and better seeing. For both sets of observations of the same star, an additional source of error, beyond the
shot-noise measurement errors, is required to explain the scatter in the data. For the APF/Levy, that additional
error is 1.2 m/s, as compared with only a 0.6 m/s additional scatter from PFS, see Figure 4. This additional
scatter of 1.2 m/s matches the floor in the measurement error found by Burt et al.26 for quiet, bright stars on



Figure 3: Current APF image offset (top left ) and image width (bottom left) compared to simulated image
offset (top right) and image width (bottom right) for open and closed loop adaptive optics correction. The AO
will both reduce the image offset variations and improve the image width and stability of the PSF variations.



Figure 4: Histogram of RV scatter seen by the APF (blue) compared to PFS (orange) for simultaneous ob-
servations of HD 3651. The typical measurement uncertainty for each instrument is shown in the upper left.
Since the two instruments have nearly identical optics and reduction software, an additional factor appears to be
affecting the APF, resulting in over double the internal scatter (1.3 m/s) compared to the PFS data (0.6m/s).
It is plausible that this is due to the worse image motion and seeing for the APF.

the timescale of months. Since the main difference between the instruments is the better seeing for the PFS, it
is plausible that the typical additional scatter seen at APF is due to image motion on the spectrometer slit.

Even if only the efficiency improvement can be realized, the value of AO for the APF is to increase the cadence
of nightly observations. The efficiency improvement suggests that we could be able to observe essentially double
the number of stars per night compared to current observations. We expect to provide this improvement on stars
as faint as I=11. This dramatic speed up of observations is equivalent to having a second APF available.

5. AO FOR APF CONCEPT

The Automated Planet Finder (APF) is a 2.4 m telescope with a high spectral resolution iodine cell-referenced
spectrometer.27 Typical targets are relatively bright stars that can be monitored for small radial velocity varia-
tions due to orbiting planets. Because of this targeted mission, the design of an AO system to stabilize the PSF
for the APF can be relatively straightforward. We require a wavefront sensor that uses light not employed for
science observations. A suitable passband is 700-1000 nm. Since the spectrometer is observing a bright star, the
WFS will be fixed on-axis. We set the spatial sampling at 8 subapertures across the telescope diameter. This
will set both the deformable mirror actuator geometry and Shack-Hartmann lenslet size. We arrived at this value
after exploring different spatial samplings in the AO simulation. While better samplings improved the Strehl,
the coarse slit size resulted in little improvement in throughput above this value.

5.1 ASM

The deformable mirror will be the 37 cm diameter telescope secondary mirror. The high efficiency HVR actuators
will allow for us to deploy a secondary mirror without the need for any active cooling of the assembly. This allows
for a very compact and relatively simple assembly as shown in Figure 5, the ASM will replace the fixed secondary
mirror, while allowing for reuse of the focus and tip/tilt mechanism built into the APF top-end structure. The
notional actuator geometry is shown in Figure 5 (right). The actuator spacing is similar to the UH-88 design
and to the FLASH prototype being tested in the Laboratory for Adaptive Optics. To match the existing APF
design, the facesheet will be a hyperbola shape with a radius of R=1198 mm and a conic constant of -1.49. The
facesheet can be generated using a slumping of borofloat flat polished sheets. Tests are underway in the LAO to
validate this fabrication approach.



Figure 5: The APF secondary assembly (left) and layout of the ASM actuators (right). Three parallel screw
assemblies provide focus tip and tilt of the secondary assembly. These will be reused for the ASM upgrade.

5.2 WFS

Since the wavefront sensor requires good sensitivity in the red, and good noise performance to be able to operate
on the faintest stars for an APF observation, electron multiplied CCD (EMCCD) devices are ideal. Alpao has
developed a Shack-Hartmann (SH) EMCCD device with low latency and high framerates suitable for our needs.
The device has 16x16 sub-apertures and can operate at up to 1004 Hz. Since our needs are to have 8x8 SH,
we can operate the device at up to 1838 Hz with a frame latency of 69 µs. The SH wavefront sensor will use
the light from 700-1000 nm, as shown in Figure 6. The average quantum efficiency over this region is around
50%. Assuming a 30% (not including the detector) system throughput, and using the specified noise for each
subaperture from Alpao we estimate being able to provide usable stabilization down to guide star magnitudes
corresponding to an I band magnitude of approximately I=11. Simulations with the HCIpy software package23

confirm this, indicating 1 kHz operation will be optimal to stars as faint as I=9, 300 Hz should be used for stars
with 10-12, and that some improvement is possible using 100 Hz framerate down to I=14 (see Figure 6, right).

The WFS will be fed by a short pass dichroic that has a cut-on wavelength of approximately 700-750 nm (to
be determined in collaboration with APF observers). The dichroic will feed a transmissive reimaging optic that
images the APF pupil onto the Alpao Shack-Hartmann lenslet array. The fore optics for the Levy spectrometer
are shown in Figure 7. They are laid out on an optical breadboard that has suitable space for a dichroic,
reimaging lens and Alpao WFS module.



Figure 6: Quantum efficiency of the Alpao WFS (left) from the EMCCD factsheet (see alpao.com) and the
simulated Efficiency Improvement vs. Magnitude with AO compared to no correction.

Figure 7: Model of the APF optics, showing the location for a WFS camera. Light arrives from the bottom
and is directed to the guider on the bottom right. The remaining light goes through several stages that allow
for optics to be inserted in the beam. We will use the calibration source stage to allow insertion of a short pass
dichroic in the beam. The dichroic will reflect long wavelength light to an Alpao SH WFS. A simple reimaging
lens is all that is needed to create a pupil image on the SH WFS camera.

5.3 APF AO system

Currently the APF operates with a guider camera providing pointing information to the telescope at a 1 Hz rate.
This system will be retained and used for an acquisition camera for the system. Once the star is acquired on
the WFS, the guiding corrections will be turned off and the AO loop will provide stabilization and, if needed,
pointing offsets for the telescope tracking software. The real time computer will be based on the Keck RTC setup
developed for the infrared pyramid WFS on Keck. As such, the software implementation involves an adaptation
of an existing system, rather than implementation of any new AO software.

5.4 Calibration

Once delivered, the ASM will be characterized via a deflectometry test. The system will be setup to be illuminated
by a large LCD screen. The ASM will undergo a poke test to measure the influence functions of all the actuators.
Once these are measured, we will have an initial interaction matrix to deform the facesheet. Further refinements
of the interaction matrix will be achieved by applying modal shapes to the mirror, to map out achieved versus
commanded surface deformations. Once the deflectometry tests have been completed under standard laboratory



Figure 8: Layout for a deflectometry test for the APF ASM. A large (1.1 m x 2 m) LCD screen will be used to
illuminate the ASM with a pattern that will be recorded by a camera. The screen does not completely illuminate
the optic as seen by the camera (right), but can be rotated to measure the complete surface.

conditions we will carry out the same measurements over a range of elevation angles from zenith to horizon.
UCO has a cold chamber that can carry out the same tests at temperatures down to -10 C .

6. KECK ASM CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

The lab testing and APF ASM described above, along with the HVR ASM on the UH88 will provide technology
platforms to demonstrate the suitability of this technology for use in astronomical facilities. In parallel we are
developing a concept for an ASM that can be deployed at Keck observatory. Development of the concept allows
us to understand the scope and resources needed to deploy an ASM at WMKO.

6.1 Instrument Readiness

An ASM facility promises to have broad application for AO-improved performance. However, integrating such a
different AO approach into existing and proposed instrumentation will require careful planning and identifications
of issues early on in the project to understand what is possible. The work described here builds on the science
case and instrument readiness studies lead by J. Lu and summarized in.17 While the work for the current study
is still to be done, we summarize below the existing and future instruments likely to be used with an ASM-based
AO system.

6.1.1 Existing Instruments

MOSFIRE, an infrared imager and multi-slit spectrograph at the Keck I Cassegrain focus, is perhaps best
suited for a GLAO feed, although it lacks an atmospheric dispersion compensator. Differential image refraction
separates images by about 0.3 arcsec at 2 airmass between 1 and 2.4 µm, so a lack of an ADC is limiting but
GLAO can still be beneficial. A replacement detector with smaller pixels than the current 0.18 arcsec. would
be needed to take advantage of the GLAO image quality. This is possible with new generation H2RG devices
from Teledyne. There is a feasible design for deploying laser-guide star wave-front sensors in front of MOSFIRE
in the tertiary tower in order to measure the wave-front error

LRIS and DEIMOS may be able to accept a GLAO feed based on their internal image quality; but, they lack
either an atmospheric dispersion compensator (DEIMOS) or flexure compensation (LRIS) to utilize narrower
slits matched to the GLAO image quality.

Diffraction-limited instruments such as OSIRIS on Keck I and NIRC2 and NIRSPEC+AO on Keck II make
use of the AO bench for wavefront sensing and correction.28 A replacement for the AO bench that selects light
for wavefront sensing without additional optics would be needed to realize the improvements described above



for an ASM-based AO system. To replicate the AO bench functionality with these existing instruments, such a
system would need to accomplish field rotation, and natural guide star and laser guide star wavefront sensing,
as well as acquisition and tip-tilt sensing.

KCWI, a multi-object optical spectrograph with 0.15 arcsec. pixels and a FOV as large as 20x33 arcsec could
potentially benefit from GLAO.

Instruments such as HIRES may benefit from the additional image stability an ASM could supply if a natural
guide star wavefront sensor could be added to their guiding capabilities.

6.1.2 Future Instruments

Several planned or proposed instruments could benefit from an ASM.

An upgrade to the LRIS (LRIS2) is being planned that will incorporate a flexure compensation system and
allow for reconfiguring the system to give space for a WFS package.

The Santa Cruz Array of Lenslets for Exoplanet Spectroscopy (SCALES) is an infrared integral field spectro-
graph that works at wavelengths out to 5 µm where the lower background of an ASM would benefit sensitivity
as well as AO performance.

The Fiber Optic Broad-band Optical Spectrometer (FOBOS) is a proposed wide field (20’ diameter), moderate
spectral resolution facility instrument for Keck. GLAO with an adaptive secondary would improve photometric
depth achieved on single fiber collectors, enable crowded source targeting and create new scientific opportunities
with critically sampled IFUs which spatially resolve galaxies beyond z ∼ 0.5.

The Immersion Grating Near Infrared Spectrograph (IGNIS) is a high spectral resolution infrared spectrom-
eter potentially providing improved performance relative to the existing NIRSPEC instrument on Keck, based
on immersion grating spectrometers similar to IGRINS.29 Integrating such an instrument with the ASM has the
potential to provide improved sensitivity at wavelengths beyond 2 µm.

6.2 Keck ASM Study Status

The Keck ASM study is currently underway to develop a concept based on HVR technology with the following
goals:

• Develop a concept of an ASM suitable for integration with the Keck telescopes

• Develop a dynamical and thermal model for the design

• Define interfaces for integrating the device into the telescope top-end

• Develop an optical testing strategy for deploying and maintaining the ASM

• Develop a rough cost estimate

The intention is to develop the concept to the level that the scope of such an implementation can be under-
stood, positioning the WMKO community to determine a suitable funding approach for future implementation.
The study began in August 2020, with a plan to complete this stage of the effort in summer 2021.

6.3 Actuator Tradeoff

The choice of the number of actuators for the study is driven by the scientific motivation of providing a device that
can provide good GLAO and diffraction-limited AO performance for future generations of WMKO instruments.
HVR devices have been demonstrated on spacings as small as 18 mm and up to 40 mm. For the Keck secondary
diameter (1.4 m) this would result in total actuator counts from about 1000 total actuators up to about 4000
actuators.

In the initial portion of this study, we considered three separate general concepts for this study: 1000, 2000,
and 4000 total actuators (see Table 1 for a listing of parameters for each concept). The actuators are assumed
to be laid out in a circular grid for each concept with an additional outer ring of actuators for each concept,



used to control the edge effects of the shell. The requirement on the interactuator stroke drives the thickness of
the shell specified for different actuator count ASM designs. We assume in Table 1 that the interactuator stroke
required scales with the actuator spacing. The achievable deflection of an actuator also scales with the thickness
of the facesheet cubed. Taking these two effects into account we can estimate the thickness required for different
actuator counts starting from the calculation that the 1000 actuator count achieves an interactuator stroke of 4
µm for a projected spacing of 350 mm.

The 1000 actuator concept would already provide improved AO performance compared to the current Keck
AO bench (which has a fitting error of 190 nm using the same atmospheric parameters as in Table 1). Still,
we expect that instruments such as SCALES that depend on high contrast AO performance for achieving their
science goals would be limited by the fitting error introduced by this low number of actuators. Similarly GLAO
at shorter wavelength could benefit from a finer actuator pitch. For 4000 actuators there are two effects that
may make this design less desirable. First, the smaller separation drives the facesheet to smaller thicknesses,
to achieve similar levels of interactuator stroke. This potentially makes the shell more difficult to manufacture
and possibly more fragile to handle. In addition, the weight for the full system becomes significantly more for
this large actuator count. Because of these competing technical issues we have decided to develop further the
concept for 2000 actuators for this study. It is useful to note that these alternative concepts are all viable should
the motivations for deploying an ASM at WMKO be different from those considered for this study.

Table 1: Parameters for a Keck ASM for different total actuator count
Target Number of Actuators 1000 2000 4000
Actuator spacing on ASM (mm) 36 26 19
Projected spacing on Primary (mm) 346 245 173
Actuators Rings 19 26 37
Actuators in Clear Aperture 1027 1951 3997
Total Actuators 1135 1951 4213
Fitting Error for r0= 10 cm (nm) 123 92 69
Facesheet thickness (mm) 3.3 2.9 2.4
Moving Mass 432 577 855
Total Mass 982 1127 1405

6.4 Current TNO Concept

Figure 9 shows the current concept for an HVR ASM at WMKO. The device could be housed in a dedicated,
existing, octagonal top-end that allows for the complete assembly to be swapped during daytime operations.
The moving mass part of the ASM, is similar in depth to the current, solid secondary mirrors for WMKO (about
200 mm at the center). The envelope of the conceptual design allows for existing infrastructure on the telescope
top-end, including the laser beam projector optics.

The assembly is mounted on a large hexapod structure that provides up to 50 mm of piston motion. This
focus range, along with the large stroke of the ASM, allows for aberration-free adjustment of the location of the
Cassegrain focus by 1-2 m. For example, movement of the Cassegrain focal plane 2 m further from its current
location could be accomplished by moving the ASM 25.5 mm closer to the primary and applying a correction on
the ASM for the spherical aberration introduced by this movement of about 5 µm peak-to-valley. The hexapod
assembly also provides static tip, tilt and centration of the secondary, to sub-micron repeatability.

The bright blue backing structure shown in the figure houses the actuators. The backing structure is silicon
carbide, while the facesheet will likely be borofloat glass or similar material. The coefficient of thermal expansion
for these materials is quite similar, minimizing the potential distortion introduced by thermal changes. The
actuator electronics are located at the back end of the hexapod. A kinematic interface exists between the ASM
backing structure and the hexapod top ring to minimize deflections from hexapod movement. These locations
also provide possible interface locations for fast tip-tilt actuators, should these be desired, to vibrationally isolate
the ASM. An initial finite element analysis of the structure indicates that resonant modes of the structure are
at or above 750 Hz. It is worth noting that, the actuators are designed to have resonant frequencies of around 1



kHz. Since the actuators are rigidly connected to the facehseet the deformable shell has similarly high frequencies
for its resonant modes. This is different from voice coil-based ASM’s with facesheet resonant modes that are
much lower due to the lack of intrinsic actuator stiffness. Such a design requires more complex internal control
laws and co-located position sensors for high speed response and electronic damping30 of these low frequency
shell vibrational modes.

Figure 9: Concept for an ASM for Keck. The left image shows the device housed in an existing Keck top-end
hexagonal structure. The right image shows the device mounted on a hexapod capable for static alignment of
the ASM.

7. CONCLUSIONS

ASM’s that are simple, robust and high performance are being designed are around the hybrid variable reluctance
actuators that have been recently developed by TNO. Validation of this technology is underway through several
prototype devices and the UH-88 ASM project. Here, we have presented initial concepts for ASM’s that can be
deployed on the APF and at WMKO. The devices can be designed to work with and expand upon the current
capabilities of these facilities. The deployment of an ASM for the APF can provide improved efficiency and image
stability, potentially leading to more efficient and stable radial velocity measurements. An ASM for WMKO can
provide both GLAO and diffraction-limited capabilities for a wider suite of instruments. It has the potential to
broaden the use of AO at WMKO, making adaptive correction of the wavefront available to any instruments
capable of measuring the correction needed. Development of a concept and strategy for leveraging this capability
with current and future instruments will be important for defining a path forward for telescope-integrated AO
at WMKO.
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